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Abstract 
The unique anywhere, anytime wireless communication support offers, tremendous potential for 
the next generation of applications in a Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET). The Quality of Service 
(QoS) has been the ever demanding task of wireless communication to satisfy the application re-
quirements. Geographical routing employs a greedy forwarding technique to deliver the packets 
to the destination and to owe the communication void, it fails to render the expected level of QoS. 
Opportunistic routing technique effectively utilizes the advantages of broadcasting nature of the 
wireless medium and selects a set of forwarding candidates instead of relying on a greedy node. 
To improve the efficiency of QoS routing in sparse and highly dynamic network topology, this pa-
per proposes the Void-Aware Position based Opportunistic Routing (VAPOR). The VAPOR main-
tains 2-hop neighbor information to take a routing decision, but it is limited to 1-hop information 
when the node density is high. It efficiently balances the storage overhead and communication 
delay due to void and it increases the network throughput even under a sparse network. To pro-
vide a certain assurance level for packet reachability, VAPOR decides the potential forwarders 
based on the forwarding probability that measures link stability, capacity, and connectivity factor. 
It adaptively favors a path that avoids frequent link failure and unreliable link usage. By limiting 
the propagation area of duplicate packets, VAPOR reduces wastage of network resources, and it 
takes the advantage of concurrent batch forwarding to avoid further duplication and unnecessary 
delay. 
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1. Introduction 
In a MANET, the mobile nodes form a self-organized network in a shared wireless medium without the aid of 
permanent infrastructure. Each node in the wireless network has limited transmission range. Therefore, multiple 
nodes are employed in provisioning end-to-end communication. Unlike the topology based routing, the geo-
graphic routing utilizes the physical location information to provide efficient hop-by-hop routing [1]. In mul-
ti-hop wireless communication, the unpredictable node mobility and frequent changes in the node connectivity 
lead to a communication hole in the network. If there is no forwarding node in the coverage area of the sender 
node, the greedy routing fails, resulting in degradation of performance [2]. An important research issue in QoS 
routing is to meet both the throughput and the reliability of wireless communication. Providing a reliable and 
high throughput routing is a challenging problem due to the varying network topology and traffic conditions. 
Under such conditions, the greedy routing may lead to multiple transmissions to deliver a packet to the next hop. 
The opportunistic routing has been introduced to provide the assurance for packet reachability. It employs the 
broadcasting nature of the communication medium that leads to the multiple receptions of data packets within 
the communications range. Therefore, multiple potential neighbors get the opportunity to forward the data to 
combat with unreliable wireless links [3]. The opportunistic routing provides efficient wireless communication 
and avoids failure using multiple forwarding candidates. Among the one-hop neighbors, it selects the next for-
warder of the packet based on its proximity to the destination and it suppresses the lower priority forwarding 
candidates.  

A greedy selection is not an optimal solution for deciding the forwarding candidates to support QoS [4]. The 
QoS in opportunistic routing faces major challenges due to unpredictable node mobility, the communication 
hole and duplicate transmissions in the network. The routing decision based on 1-hop neighbor information per-
forms better in the dense network, whereas an effective mechanism is necessary to handle the communication 
hole in sparse networks. Prioritization of multiple receivers based on its proximity to the destination is not an 
optimal solution in a highly mobile scenario. Moreover, the improper coordination among multiple packet re-
ceivers results in duplicate transmissions. The existence of a communication hole in the network is a critical is-
sue, and traditional void handling methods fail to tackle the routing issues on the void [5]. Thus, it is essential to 
propose a multi-objective protocol to deliver the QoS in terms of both throughput and reliability irrespective of 
node density exploiting the robustness of opportunistic forwarding. 

VAPOR improves the routing performance of highly dynamic and sparse network topology and delivers both 
the throughput and the reliability. The proposed VAPOR supports the QoS routing and enhances the efficiency 
of packet forwarding by exploiting the broadcast nature of the wireless medium. It employs the 1-hop routing 
information to take a routing decision, but in sparse network topology, it determines the communication hole in 
advance by considering the local map for 2-hop information. The VAPOR broadcasts the data packets to all the 
forwarding candidates in a single transmission using Media Access Control (MAC) interception. Furthermore, it 
prioritizes the packet receivers according to its forwarding probability, which has two metrics such as the for-
warding score and the connectivity factor to improve the network throughput. It elects a high probability for-
warding candidate as the best forwarder of the packet, and other forwarding candidates await at the end of the 
batch to receive all the data packets. The batch map marks all the packets transmitted by the best forwarder and 
attaches this information to each data packet [3]. The packets unmarked in the batch map are transmitted by the 
next priority candidates in order, concurrently the subsequent batch of packets is transmitted through the best 
forwarder selected from the current 2-hop forwarding set. Thus, it increases the reliability and the throughput. 
Finally, the performance evaluation shows that the proposed VAPOR protocol provides efficient QoS routing.  

1.1. The Main Contributions  
The proposed work, VAPOR improves QoS of opportunistic routing in both the throughput and the reliability, 
by handling two extreme scenarios such as high mobility and sparse network topology.  

In VAPOR, the link stability estimation service provided by the lower layer increases the efficiency of the 
void prediction mechanism. In this approach, each node predicts when void occurs within a two-hop forwarding 
region due to node mobility.  

The proposed VAPOR increases the packet forwarding efficiency significantly by allowing the best forwarder 
to relay the packet first and the forwarding candidate takes a turn to relay the packet in order, when it believes 
that certain packets fail to transmit.  
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VAPOR follows the batch operated the transmission in which the packet forwarder shows a clear view of the 
transmitted packet information to the remaining forwarders using batch map for reducing duplication and was-
tage of network resources. It exploits the advantage of concurrent transmission to reduce the additional delay of 
batch operated transmission.  

The restriction of forwarding region and conversion of probability values into real integer values between 0 
and 10 minimizes the required memory space and storage overhead. The matrix storage system decreases the 
data retrieval time that intuitively supports the opportunistic routing to progress without additional delay. 

1.2. Paper Organization 
The paper is organized as follows: The section 2 discusses the previous works related to the opportunistic 
routing. The proposed VAPOR routing scheme is discussed in section 3. Section 4 shows the experimental re-
sults of the proposed VAPOR routing and Section 5 concludes the work.  

2. Related Works 
This section illustrates the existing opportunistic routing protocols, and the works that are related to the current 
QoS routing, the void handling techniques, the bandwidth, and the stability estimation. The impact of insuffi-
cient routing QoS metrics due to the network constraints on wireless communication are surveyed in [6]. In ad-
dition, these works illustrate the existing solutions to the problems above to attain the required routing QoS for 
wireless communication. To increase the reliability of wireless communication, the multipath routing has been 
proposed [7]. In the dynamic network topology, all the paths may be disconnected with high probability due to 
unpredictable node mobility. Moreover, the multipath routing is incapable to provide the uninterrupted data de-
livery when the path length is high. The impact of unpredictable node mobility on the long path is higher than 
the short path. Recently, to improve the efficiency of packet forwarding, broadcasting nature of the wireless me-
dium has been exploited in opportunistic routing that significantly improves the communication throughput and 
reliability [3]. A large number of opportunistic routing protocols have been proposed [8]-[11]. The position 
based routing, named as opportunistic geographic routing assigns the forwarding candidates based on packet 
progress in each hop. In [12], the opportunistic re-transmission protocol is proposed to combat with the unrelia-
ble wireless connections. Multicast-like routing technique [13] also exploits the broadcasting nature of the wire-
less medium, but it selects and prioritizes the forwarding candidates based on its proximity to the destination. 
However, none of the existing works utilizes the advantage of greedy routing, but it is not an optimal solution 
for QoS provisioning. Many protocols have been proposed in the unicast routing with QoS provisioning [14] 
[15]. It improves two domains such as timeliness and reliability to support the QoS. It exploits inherent redun-
dancy in the reliability domain for releasing multipath, and achieving service differentiation. An efficient loca-
tion prediction mechanism [16] works together with geographical routing for attaining the QoS.  

Several void handling techniques have been proposed in MANET [5] such as Greedy Perimeter Stateless 
Routing (GPSR) [17], stateless QoS [18], and Greedy-Face-Greedy (GFG) [19]. In these protocols, the routing 
process is started with the greedy mode, and it is switched over to the recovery mode when the communication 
hole is created. For every change of the local topology, each node ensures whether the planar graph connectivity 
is altered and whether any vertex is added or removed from the graph. It induces high routing overhead in the 
network [20] [21]. Another solution for void handling is the virtual based schemes. This scheme elects the trig-
ger node to carry the data packets towards the virtual destination. However, it induces duplicate forwarding and 
causes additional communication delay in the data transmission.  

3. Basic Idea of Proposed VAPOR Protocol 
The proposed multi-objective opportunistic routing alleviates the communication hole, by determining 2-hop 
forwarding set to meet both throughput and reliability constraints. For both sparse and dense network, VAPOR 
estimates 2-hop forwarding set. But, it applies different methods in providing forwarding priority to 1-hop 
neighbors. The advantage of 2-hop forwarding scheme is that it overcomes the weakness of communication hole 
in MANET. In other words, to handle the communication hole in the network, the proposed VAPOR employs 
two rounds of beacon broadcasting to identify the void nodes in advance. It forms 2-hop forwarding set that ex-
cludes void nodes, and it avoids unnecessary communication delay on void handling. In [5], it states that the 
prediction of the communication-hole is not feasible in a network with unpredictable dynamic changes.  
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Unlike existing void handling techniques, VAPOR predicts the void nodes accurately with the support of link 
stability estimation scheme provided by the physical layer. Prioritizing the nodes in a 2-hop forwarding set ac-
cording to the forwarding probability is based on per hop link stability, capacity, and connectivity factor. For 
high-density networks, the VAPOR takes into account 1-hop neighborhood information, but it changes its 
routing mode to 2-hop forwarding set in sparse networks for estimating the forwarding probability. It is because 
the opportunity for reliable routing is less in a sparse network. It achieves a balance between reliable routing and 
overhead and enhances the QoS routing in terms of throughput and reliability in both sparse and dense network.  

The higher priority node is set as the best forwarder and others as forwarding candidates. In VAPOR, the best 
forwarder’s transmission suppresses the lower priority forwarding candidates [10]. The forwarding candidates 
relay the packets when it is not forwarded by the best forwarder. Due to the failure of overhearing the packet 
transmitted by the best forwarder, the forwarding candidate accumulates duplicate transmissions. When the best 
forwarder fails to transmit, the forwarding candidate follows the unicast routing instead of multicast-like routing. 
It selects a node in the forwarding list of the best forwarder, such that forwarding candidate’s transmission en-
sures the nodes in the forwarding region of the best forwarder that can overhear and discard the duplicate pack-
ets successfully.  

To avoid duplicate transmission, a source node describes a set of data packets as a batch and follows schedul-
ing transmissions [3]. Each node caches the received packets in a packet list for a particular time slot. A node in 
the forwarding region easily identifies the duplicate transmissions by ensuring the packet list. In case the best 
forwarder fails to transmit the packet, the forwarding candidate selects a node from the forwarding list of the 
best forwarder and transmits the packet as unicast. If it is already received, the receiving node drops the dupli-
cate packet, and informs the forwarding candidate. Thus, the duplicate packet transmission ends within a 1-hop, 
thereby achieving multi-objective QoS in the domain of on-time-reachability and reliability.  

3.1. System Model 
Consider a wireless mobile ad-hoc network with an area Height (H) and Width (W) as a graph ( ),G V C . V 
represents a set of mobile nodes in the network and |V| =N. C represents the set of direct connections between 
the mobile nodes. Each node is directly connected with others that are placed within the radio range (ℜ) and 

sN ∈ℜ  called as 1-hop neighbor set Ns. The direct connection denotes that the forwarding candidate. The set 
of Ns is limited to a particular angle (α) between the source and the destination α∠  ℜs are defined as one hop 
forwarding set {SN} and it has 2-hop forwarding set {S2N}, which also contains the nodes lying in a particular 
angular range toward destination. Ns is located within ℜ. All nodes ∈  {SN} participate in the opportunistic lo-
cal forwarding. 

{ } sNs V= ∈ℜ                                      (1) 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )2, & 0 where 1,2, ,N s s s S s sS S N C N N N i Nα α= ∈ ∧ ∈∠ ℜ ∀ ≠ = ∠ ∈ℜ         (2) 

( ) ( )( ) ( )2 2 2, & where 1,2, ,N N S S F sS S N C N V i Nα α= ∈ ∧ ∈∠ ℜ = ∠ ∈ℜ .           (3) 

The node density or |Ns| divides the network G into Sparse (Gs) and Dense network (Gd). Node density can 
influence the behavior of an opportunistic routing system. The Gd network with high |Ns| results in better relia-
bility, but when the number of nodes in Ns is low or in Gs, the QoS routing tends to be poor. To improve the 
QoS routing, VAPOR takes both {SN} and {S2N} into account to prioritize nodes according to the metrics pro-
vided by multiple layers in Gs, whereas in Gd it is sufficient to consider only {SN} in prioritizing the nodes. For 
example, PHY layer provides link stability in terms of Received Packet Signal Strength (RPSS) and MAC layer 
provides capacity estimation service NC S∀ ∈ . MAC layer employs IEEE 802.11e for ensuring the QoS. F1 
with a higher priority has high stability and capacity than {SN − F1} and moreover, {SN − F1} always expects F1 
to relay the packet first. If F1 fails to transmit the packet, the next priority node F11 takes a turn to relay the 
packet to one of the node ∈ {SN} of F1.  

3.2. 2-Hop Forwarding Set for Void Alleviation 
The VAPOR introduces 2-hop forwarding set for void alleviation to improve the network throughput. In 
VAPOR, it assumes that every node is aware of its own and the destination location information using GPS re-
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ceiver. Every node retains the local map for 2-hop information through the exchange of location information 
among 2-hop neighbors. It means that each node gathers the neighbor list as well as 1-hop neighbors of each 
neighbor. It is done using two rounds of beacon packets. Employing this protocol, a node is not allowed to 
communicate with the 2-hop neighbor directly. However, it reaches in 2-hops via the 1-hop neighbors. To de-
termine the 2-hop forwarding set, the VAPOR first introduces three definitions such as a set of forwarding 
neighbors of node x, { }NS x , Set of node x 2-hop forwarding neighbors, { }2NS x , and Set of 2-hop selected 
forwarding candidates ( )( )1, 2F FS x . The scenario for forwarding set is shown in Figure 1. In that, the dark 
shaded region represents the 1-hop neighbor forwarding area that is based on the destination direction. These 
three sets of nodes are estimated using Equations ((1)-(3)) when a sender node demands communication with a 
particular destination.  

The NS x  is defined to represent the set of neighboring nodes within the angle (α), and the distance between 
the nodes is denoted by d(x, y) and assume that the area of circle χ is limited to a particular angle ( )α∠  to 
form the 2-hop forwarding set that reduces the packet forwarding region [22].  

( ) ( )( ) ( ){ }| ,  NS x y d x D d y D y xα χ= − > − ∈∠ .                       (4) 

The ( )2NS x  is defined as a set of 2-hop neighbor nodes of node x and is shown in the Equation (5).  

( ) ( )( ) ( ){ }2 | , ,  N NS z y S x d y D d D xx z z α χ∈ − > − ∈∠= .                   (5) 

The ( )1, 2F FS x  is defined to represent the set of 2-hop forwarding members of node x.  

( ) ( ){ }21, 2 , | ,N NF FS x x y y S x z y z S x= ∈ ∈ ∈ .                         (6) 

From the definitions, it is clear that each node in 1-hop and 2-hop forwarding neighbor set relies on the com-
munication range, but, the potential forwarding members set relies on the forwarding probability. In case, a node 
with an empty forwarding list within a communication range limited to a certain angle, the sender node adjusts 
the angle up to 90˚ for increasing the probing area of a hello packet. However, the consideration of fixed 2-hop 
information for packet relaying leads to an unknown communication hole in a highly sparse network topology. 
VAPOR needs the support of the lower layers to avoid the communication hole. The link stability and capacity 
estimation scheme executes accurate 2-hop information for all the 2-hop forwarding set of the lower layers. 
However, in a highly dense network, the hop forwarding set leads to unnecessary routing overhead on each node. 
VAPOR applies the forwarding score measurement on 2-hop forwarding set when the network is highly sparse, 
otherwise, it takes into account 1-hop neighbor set of opportunistic routing.  

3.3. Selection of Best Forwarder and Forwarding Candidates 
The main problem associated with the QoS opportunistic routing is the selection and prioritization of high-quality 
forwarding nodes, due to the network dynamism. The greedy based opportunistic routing is not an optimal solu-
tion for selecting the high-quality forwarding nodes. The VAPOR selects the forwarding candidates prioritized  

 

 
Figure 1. Forwarding set. 
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by the factor such as the link quality, the capacity, and the connectivity factor. The high-quality forwarding can-
didates are selected within the area enclosed by a particular angle to increasing the reliability [22].  

3.3.1. Forwarding Probability for Candidates 
The nodes’ forwarding probability is estimated according to the node’s forwarding score using link stability and 
capacity, and connectivity factor. The RPSS in the physical layer supports the measurement of the link stability, 
and MAC layer supports the measurement of capacity. For the dense network, each node estimates the link sta-
bility time and capacity with its one-hop neighboring nodes. However, in sparse network VAPOR extends the 
measurements to 2-hop connections by using two rounds of beacon packets and applies the minimum value of 
stability and capacity in forwarding probability measurement. This work considers latter one in the estimation of 
node forwarding probability.  

The sender node determines the route to reach the destination by scanning the S2Nx, and alleviate the void due 
to the advanced prediction of 2-hop neighbor nodes. The sender node selects the highly resourceful nodes from 
the ( )1, 2F FS x  set of forwarders according to the node stability, capacity, and void probability. The forwarding 
nodes from the ( )1, 2F FS x  with the highest forwarding probability is measured in terms of node forwarding 
score, and connectivity factor that is inversely proportional to the void probability in the neighboring area are 
selected as forwarding candidates.  

( )( )Forwarding probability Node Forwarding Score Connectivity Factor y z
x
−= ×            (7) 

( )Link StabilityNode Forwarding Score Transmission Capacity=                    (8) 

1) Link Stability Estimation  
Considering the bidirectional communication, two nodes are placed within the range of each other. Each node 

sends the hello packet to its 1-hop neighbor nodes and also each receiver sends hello packets periodically en-
closing its information (for every Δt time). Node x samples the RPSS of a hello packet received from the node y. 
It monitors the variation in the RPSS (ΔRPSS) of a received packet for every Δt time. The received RPSS is 
higher when the distance between the mobile nodes are closer and vice versa [21].  

 
( )
( )1, 2

, 0t t
x yRPSS∆ >

 
Node x and y are closer at time t2 than t1 

( )
( )1, 2

, 0t t
x yRPSS∆ <

 
Node x and y position does not change/nodes move in same direction with similar speed 

( )
( )1, 2

, 0t t
x yRPSS∆ =

 
Node x and y are moving away from each other at t2 

 
Let ( )

1
,

t
x yRPSS  is the received hello packet signal noticed by a node x with respect to the node y at time t1 and t2.  

( ) ( )
1 2

, , wheret t
Nx y x yRPSS RPSS t y S x − ∆ ∈  .                        (9) 

Then, node y estimates the link stability time of its 1-hop neighbor z is shown in the Equation (9).  

( )
( )

( ) ( ) ( )1, 2 1 2
2, ,, where &t t t t

N Ny z y zy zRPSS RPSS RPSS t z S x S y   ∆ = − ∆ ∈    .             (10) 

To estimate the Link Stability time ( ) ( ), , t
tLS D x y  denotes the distance between node x and y at time t, and 

( ), tV x y  denotes the node speed on the network. The time taken by the nodes x and y to meet at their closest 
points 

( )( ),x ymeetLS  is given as,  

( )( ) ( ) ( )
,

, ,
x y

t t
meetLS t D x y V x y= .                            (11) 

After a node x meet node y, they depart away from each other. The link is broken, when they cross over the 
communication range of each other is given as,  

( )( ) ( ), , t
cross x yLS t V x y= .                               (12) 

Therefore, the total node stability time for positive ΔRPSS is,  

( ) ( ) ( ), , ,t t
tRPSS LS D x y V x y +∆ = +ℜ  .                        (13) 
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Moreover, for negative value of ΔRPSS,  

( ) ( ) ( ), , ,t t
tRPSS LS D x y V x y −∆ = ℜ−  .                        (14) 

Figure 2 shows the mobile nodes x, y, and z’s mobility direction. The node x and y move away from each 
other, while the nodes y and z meet at one point and later on move away from each other. Thus, the 2-hop link 
stability is,  

( ) ( )( ) ( ), , ,t t
x yLS t D x y V x y= ℜ−                             (15) 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ){ }, , , ,t t t
y zLS t D y z V x y V x y= +ℜ                        (16) 

( ) ( )( )2 , ,min ,N x y y zLS x LS t LS t= .                              (17) 

From the Equation (17), the 2-hop stability of each 2-hop connection is defined as the minimum link duration 
of a connection from forwarding set. The LS2Nx represents the 2-hop link stability, which is the maximum 
possible length of data transfer. The link stability measure increases the accuracy of 2-hop forwarding set in 
VAPOR.  

2) Link Capacity Estimation 
Consider each 2-hop forwarding set that includes L1 and L2 links. The capacity of the links in the 2-hop for-

warding set is represented as Bx (B1 and B2). The capacity of the forwarding set (Bfx) is the minimum value of 
the links that constitute the 2-hop forwarding set. The estimation of nodes link capacity relies on the information 
available at the MAC layer. The MAC busy (M_busy), MAC idle (M_idle) period, Queue_packet waiting (τ) 
period, and the number of successive transmissions (Ts) within an interval d, are the MAC layer properties used 
to measure the link capacity (Bx). In the equation (18), α is a constant value.  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ } 1 where 1 and 2x s idle busyB T M M d xq dα α = ∗ ∗ ∗ − − ∗ =             (18) 

( )1 2min ,fB x B B= .                                  (19) 

3) Forwarding Score  
The link forwarding score measured for all 2-hop forwarding set (f) of a sender node x is shown in the Equa-

tion (20). It does not take additional time for recovering the new link for data forwarding since each node main-
tains the 2-hop forwarding list. The above concept is used for determining the capacity of each link. In that, Bavg 
is the average bandwidth availability in each link.  

 

 
Figure 2. Node mobility direction. 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Forwarding Score maxy
t f t t avgx ff

LS B x x LS LS B∗   = + ⋅ − ∗    .             (20) 

Hence, the forwarding score is high for (x, y). The VAPOR routing takes node connectivity factor in alleviat-
ing the communication hole, besides, considering the node capacity and stability of each node ( )1, 2F FS x∈ .  

4) Connectivity Factor (Cf) 
The connectivity factor (Cf) represents the relationship between the node connectivity and the number of 

neighboring nodes in the forwarding set [23]. The connectivity factor is a main metric for selecting the forward-
ing nodes, and it is inversely proportional to the node density. If the node density is low, the connectivity factor 
decreases the forwarding probability or it increases the void probability. The probability of data forwarding in-
creases, when the node density increases. The connectivity metric used to estimate the connectivity factor is 
5.1774 logN, where N is the number of nodes in the network. If each node is connected with more than 5.1774 
logN number of neighboring nodes, then the probability of void creation is very less as the node connectivity in-
creases.  

( )( )5.1774logfC N N nx= .                              (21) 

From the Equation (21), if |Nx| is less than 5.1774 logN, the node x is in the sparse area network. Thus, the 
probability of void creation is high and, as a result, it reduces the node connectivity factor. Moreover, if 5.1774 
logN is less than the |Nx|, the Cf value is very low. Thus, the node connectivity is high, and the void probability 
is low when the node mobility rate is low.  

3.3.2. Prioritization of Forwarding Candidates 
A 2-hop forwarding set is selected as the forwarding nodes with the probability of Fp is given as,  

( )( ) ( )
1

10
Fy zm x j

p s f sj fx
j

F F C F C−

=

 = ∗ ∗ ∗ ∑ .                        (22) 

The forwarding probability of a node is multiplied by 10m where, m varies from 1 to n. It is used specifically 
to transform the values into the integer values between 0 and 10 for reducing the storage overhead at each node 
[24]. The proposed work selects a high probability node for data forwarding. The sender node sets the timer for 
the forwarding node based on the value of min (LSt) to improve the efficiency of the void prediction scheme and 
to transmit the data packets at a rate of Bfx. Once, the timer expires the sender node selects the high priority node 
from the recently updated 2-hop forwarding set. A node with a high probability within the forwarding region gets 
higher priority for data forwarding and is named as the best forwarder and the others as forwarding candidates.  

3.4. Data Forwarding 
VAPOR protocol follows an opportunistic routing, instead of using the distance metric. VAPOR exploits the 
forwarding probability in terms of multiple quality metrics to select candidates and prioritize them. The candi-
dates in the forward list of data packets in the order of its probability. The best forwarder has the highest priority 
to forward the data packet. The next priority forwarding candidate gets the turn to data forwarding when the best 
forwarder fails to transmit the packet. If the forwarding candidate fails to hear the data packets transmitted by 
the best forwarder, it induces the duplicate transmission. The VAPOR sends the data packets in a batch operated 
mode to limit the duplicate transmission. The link stability period is the maximum possible duration of data 
transmission by a next hop. The source node removes 2-hop forwarding set from the list and selects a new set 
for transmitting the subsequent packets at the end of link stability period of the next-hop node.  

Figure 3 illustrates the basic operation of VAPOR. The best forwarder A transmits the data packet in a nor-
mal state, and it suppresses the forwarding candidates B and C. However, node B and C overhears the best for-
warder’s transmission. If the best forwarder fails to transmit the data packet for a particular time slot, the highest 
priority forwarding candidate B selects a node from the interference range of node A. In Figure 3(b), the for-
warding candidate B selects node E to transmit the packet. The identification of duplicate packet transmission is 
not feasible if the forwarding candidates forward the data packet in a highly sparse network topology. The node 
B selects node G from the forwarding candidate list of best forwarder A, and transmits the packet as unicast. 
After receiving the packet from node B, G ensures from the packet list, whether it has received the same packet 
from the other nodes.  
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(a)                                                      (b) 

Figure 3. VAPOR operation. (a) Best forwarder transmission; (b) Forwarding candidate transmission. 

Batch Operated Transmission 
A set of data packets is grouped into batches, and all the data packets in the same batch are included in the for-
warder list when it is transmitted from the source node [3]. The set of nodes that receive the packet retain the 
information about the forwarding list, batch ID, packet forwarding area, and transmission time. In addition, it 
maintains the list of packets that has the same batch ID. Each packet includes the packet map for corresponding 
batch ID, which marks the sequence number of the packets that has the same batch ID and that have been al-
ready transmitted by the node with higher probability. It waits for the reception of all the packets with the same 
batch ID and the next priority node forwards the data packets that are not listed in the packet map of the recently 
overheard packet. At the end of the batch, the missing packet in a batch and the next batch of packets being 
transmitted concurrently avoids delay induced by the batch forwarding. The missing packets are transmitted as 
unicast by the next priority candidate while the next batch of packets is transmitted by a recently selected best 
forwarder in an opportunistic scenario. Thus, the highest priority forwarding candidate transmits the remaining 
packets, thereby improving the end-to-end data delivery. The VAPOR utilizes the advantage of batch operated 
data transmission, only when the recently updated packet is overheard.  

3.5. Forwarding Candidate Coordination for Duplicate Control 
The propagation area of the data packet is limited to a certain angle (α) between the source and the destination. 
The centralized coordination among the forwarding candidates needs to schedule the data transmission to reduce 
the duplicate relaying. The best forwarder that has received packets from the sender node forwards them first 
towards the destination. It indicates the missing packets to the lower priority forwarding candidates, by attaching 
batch map in each packet. The higher priority forwarding candidate waits for a particular time slot to hear the 
transmitted packet. If it fails to hear the transmission of the best forwarder, the packets sent by the forwarding 
candidate are identified as duplicate. In the VAPOR, the forwarding candidates do not have the same forwarding 
scenario as the best forwarder, eventually, it is forced to select a node from the forwarding list of the best for-
warder. Thus, the selected node within the forwarding list of the best forwarder identifies and drops the dupli-
cate packets successfully. Thus, the VAPOR ensures an efficiency of multi-objective QoS routing in terms of 
network throughput and reliability.  

4. Analysis of the VAPOR  
4.1. Throughput versus Scalability 
In a large-scale network, the use of highly stable links for data forwarding minimizes the packet drop, thereby 
increasing the network throughput. When the data forwarding nodes change dynamically due to the unpredicta-
ble node mobility, the frequent link disconnections lead to significant packet drops during the data transmission.  

The throughput depends on the number of nodes involved in the data transmission and the packet loss induced 
by the intermediate node’s mobility. The estimation of the average number of hops (h) between the source and 
the destination is as follows: 

h D l= .                                      (23) 
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To estimate the average h between the source S and the destination D, determine the average number of a 
1-hop neighbor of a node (η) and the average 1-hop length (l). The average 1-hop length can be estimated as the 
average distance between the S and its neighbor nodes within the communication range (ℜ).  

( )2N H Wη = ∗ℜ ∗                                  (24) 

( )
1

1
j

l d s j
η

η
=

= −∑ .                                  (25) 

Substituting (24) and (25) in (23), the expected number of hops between source and destination is estimated 
as follows.  

( )( ) ( )2
1

π
j

h D H W d S jη

=
 = ∗ ℜ − ∑ .                          (26) 

Therefore, the achieved throughput (To) of the proposed system is given as,  

( )( )Generated packets packet size secondo dT n P h= − ∗ .                   (27) 

In the Equation (27), n(Pdh) represents the packet drop at all the h for the change of every node n. The reduc-
tion of the packet drop is due to the selection of highly stable nodes for data forwarding. Thus, the proposed 
system increases the network throughput significantly even on a large scale network.  

4.2. Delays versus Node Density 
The node density (ρ) can influence the performance of an opportunistic routing system in terms of End-to-End 
Delay (Do). When the number of nodes in the network is low, the delay of packets tends to be high. The main-
tenance of optimal routes in advance reduces the delay of VAPOR, but it tends to be an unnecessary delay in the 
dense network. To reduce this, VAPOR changes the routing mode in which the nodes do not involve the 2-hop 
neighbor set in selecting the forwarding candidate.  

( ) ( )
| |

1 1

, n n

nm
n

h h

o h
h m

d S D
D

c
τ

∆

= =

′= + ∑∑ .                              (28) 

The routing delay depends on the path length, the packet speed (c), the number of times a node changes its 
next hop ( nh∆ ) during packet forwarding, and the time taken to change the next hop (τ ′ ). The estimation of the 
average number of hops (h) between the source and the destination is as shown in the Equation (26). The τ is 
inversely proportional to the node density, because in sparse network the computational time for forwarding 
candidates is high. The sparse network has less nh∆ , whereas in a dense network it is high. Thus, VAPOR op-
timally balances the routing delay and the packet reliability in both the sparse and the dense network.  

4.3. Duplicate Relaying vs Mobility and Traffic  
A greedy selection is not an optimal solution always for selecting the forwarding node, as it moves quickly out 
of the communication range. Owing to the node mobility, it is not feasible to deliver the data packets promptly. 
In most cases, the forwarding candidates fail to overhear a packet transmitted by a next hop node during mobili-
ty. The main concern of opportunistic routing is the duplicate relaying. There are two possible cases in which 
the duplicate packets occur. 
1) A packet sent from a moving node is successfully received, but it might not be overheard by the forwarding 

candidates. 
2) Due to high traffic, forwarding candidates fail to overhear a packet transmission. 

dp m tP P P∗= .                                    (29) 

In the Equation (29), Pdp represents the probability of duplicate packet transmission and the Pm is the proba-
bility of the packet delivered successfully from S to A, but not overheard by the forwarding set. The Pt 
represents the probability of duplicate packets due to network dynamics. To reduce the duplication, VAPOR se-
lects highly stable nodes instead of a greedy node and employs the batch operated transmission. Consider the 
total number of packets is divided into B batches and each batch contains C packets.  
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Total packets B C= ∗ .                                 (30) 

Assume that the forwarding candidate is not able to overhear due to node mobility (γ) with the probability of 
Po. 

( )1 1m oP P γ= − − .                                   (31) 

Due to the selection of highly stable routes and the measurement of link lifetime, the Pm is negligible in 
VAPOR. The network traffic may increase the Pt, but the batch operated transmission reduces the Pt more than 
the existing work. The Pc denotes the probability that the inaccuracy of the batch map in the recently overheard 
packet with the same batch B as shown in the Equation (32).  

( )1 1 t
t o cP P P= − − ∗                                   (32) 

 ( )1c b bP OC TR= − .                                  (33) 

The inaccuracy of recently overheard packet’s (OCb) batch map is fixed with the number of transmitted pack-
ets (TRb) over the total packets.  

( ) ( ){ }{ }1 1 1t
dp o b bP P OC TR= − −∗− .                           (34) 

Substituting (31), (32), and (33) in (29), the probability of duplicate packet transmission is estimated. Thus, 
the batch operated transmission of VAPOR significantly decreases the duplication even in a high traffic and dy-
namic network topology. 

4.4. Storage Overhead vs Node Density 
In a low-density network, the proposed protocol VAPOR broadcasts the beacons to identify the 1-hop and the 
2-hop neighbor nodes. To retain the 2-hop information, the VAPOR employs two rounds of beacon messages. In 
the first round, every node informs its location to the 1-hop neighbor nodes. Then, it triggers another round of 
beacon to obtain the 1-hop neighbor information. Therefore, routing overhead occurs twice in the network as 
shown in the Equation (35).  

( )overhead 2C N ρη=                                   (35) 

Moreover, the maintenance of 2-hop neighbor set increases the storage overhead. In a MANET, maintaining 
the neighbor list in a table is essential. Therefore, this issue needs to be considered due to the limited memory 
and energy of the mobile nodes.  
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                        (36) 

Each node maintains the 2-hop neighbor set in a matrix H to reduce the recovery time and update the 2-hop 
forwarding set. In H matrix, A represents the 1-hop neighbors and B represents 2-hop neighbors set of node N. 
To minimize the storage overhead, the forwarding probability value is converted into the integer value between 
0 and 10. The unsigned integer value between 0 and 10 takes only 4 bits of memory space. Thus, it saves 50% of 
memory. Moreover, in a high-density network the routing overhead induced by the VAPOR that employs the 
1-hop neighbor information for routing decision is reduced to Coverhead/2.  

5. Performance Evaluation 
NS-2 based simulation shows the performance of the proposed VAPOR protocol. The proposed VAPOR is 
compared with the existing POR. This simulation study concentrates the QoS parameters such as throughput, 
delay, reliability, and the overhead of VAPOR.  
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5.1. Simulation Model 
For the simulation of varying mobility, traffic, density, and scalability, consider the randomly positioned mobile 
nodes of 50, 100, 150, 200, 250 and 300 within the 1000 × 1000 m2 area. The moving velocity of a node varies 
between 5 m·s−1 to 45 m·s−1. It simulates an IEEE 802.11 MAC layer with a node communication range of 150 
m. The data packet size is 512 bytes. The network is simulated for 500 seconds.  

5.2. Simulation Results 
5.2.1. Impact of Node Speed  
In this scenario, the network performance is evaluated by varying the node speed from 5 m/s to 45 m/s with 100 
nodes. The throughput is defined as the number of bits delivered to the destination per second. From Figure 4(a), 
it is observed that the network throughput degrades while the speed of the mobile node increases. The proposed 
VAPOR includes the estimation of the link stability and the capacity that tends to determine the highly re-
sourceful and the stable nodes to forward the data packets. The proposed VAPOR increases the throughput by  

 

  
(a)                                                    (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4. (a) Node speed vs. throughput; (b) Node speed vs. communication delay; (c) Node speed vs. RTP. 
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2% to 3% than POR at a speed of 25 m/s. Thus, the proposed VAPOR increases the packet forwarding efficien-
cy than POR in high-speed scenarios. 

From Figure 4(b), the delay of VAPOR increases as the node speed increases, whereas the delay of POR in-
creases much faster. This result shows the effectiveness of the consideration of forwarding score in the design of 
forwarding set of VAPOR. Even when the node speed exceeds the 25 m/s, it nearly delivers most of the data 
packets at a time, but the communication delay of POR increase significantly. From the figure, it is observed 
that when the node speed is below 10 m/s, POR outperforms VAPOR, but the performance of POR degrades 
when the node speed keeps increasing. The main reason is the greedy node selection, which leads to frequent 
link disconnections when the node speed is too high. In Figure 4(b), VAPOR delivers a packet in the range of 
0.026 Sec at the point of 35 data flows, but it is slightly higher than POR.  

Figure 4(c) shows that the Receiving Time per Packet (RTP) which denotes the number of times the same 
packet (duplicate) received at the destination grows linearly with the node mobility. In VAPOR, the measure-
ment of link lifetime reduces the value of the RTP, especially when the node mobility is high. When the for-
warding candidate set is large, RTP increases gradually as expected in the face of highly dynamic network topol-
ogy. In VAPOR, RTP increases in the range of 10% - 11% when the node mobility increases in the range of 10, 20, 
30, and 40 m/s. The VAPOR reduces the RTP value by 7% - 8% than the POR in a high mobility scenario.  

5.2.2. Impact of Traffic Flows 
The network traffic varies from 10 to 50 flows to evaluate the proposed protocol performance. Figure 5(a) de-
monstrates that VAPOR can scale to a high traffic network. The throughput of both the protocols remains close 
to 0.975 for 20 data flows. In POR, opportunistic routing introduces more channel contentions which signifi-
cantly degrades the network throughput in high traffic scenario. For example, when the node traffic flow is 30, 
its throughput is only 95%. The POR performance indicates that the mechanism for coordinating the forwarding 
candidates is incapable of working efficiently in a high traffic environment. The VAPOR considers the link ca-
pacity in the design of the forwarding candidate set, and thus it avoids packet loss due to congestion.  

From Figure 5(b), it is observed that in a high network traffic, POR fails to deliver effectively. When the 
number of data flows is 20, the data packets delivered within a time are relatively poor compared to the VAPOR. 
The VAPOR reduces the communication delay compared to POR since the network traffic may increase the colli-
sion on the greedy node and the queuing delay. The impact of network traffic on the RTP is shown in Figure 5(c). 
The RTP increases in the range of 10% - 16%, when the network traffic is increased from 10 to 50 data flows. 
However the duplication still occurs in VAPOR, because it depends on the recently updated packet. In VAPOR, 
the RTP value is considerably reduced from 3% - 6% than the POR in a high traffic (30 data flows) condition.  

 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 5. (a) Network traffic vs. throughput; (b) Network traffic vs. communication delay; (c) Network traffic vs. RTP. 

5.2.3. Impact of Node Density 
The Void Influence in Communication (VIC) denotes the delay of communication due to void. In the simula-
tion, various node densities create different void probability. From Figure 6(a), it is observed that the VIC de-
creases with increasing node density. The main reason for the additional packet delay is that the sender node 
transmits the fixed rate of data packets towards the destination without the knowledge of the residual capacity. 
With the support of link stability estimation, the accuracy of void prediction and packet forwarding reliability 
is enhanced. The VIC is low in both VAPOR and POR when the node density is high since the possibility of a 
communication hole in the network is less. In the low-density condition, VAPOR performs superior due to the 
advance prediction of 2-hop information and each node is aware of the void, and hence the delay of VAPOR  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6. (a) Node density vs. VIC; (b) Node density vs. storage overhead. 
 

gets reduced in the range of 20% than POR.  
The geographic routing needs to store only the 1-hop neighbor list. However, the proposed work estimates 

and retains 2-hop neighbor nodes for alleviating the communication hole in a sparse network. Moreover, the 
storage overhead increases slowly, when increasing the node density as shown in Figure 6(b). It maintains only 
1-hop forwarding set in a high-density network and converts the forwarding probability values (0 - 1) into an 
unsigned integer value between 0 to 10. Moreover, the 1-hop/ 2-hop forwarding set and its forwarding score 
values are stored in a matrix. It leads to reduced storage overhead and retrieval time of routing information. 

5.2.4. Impact on Scalability  
The network size varies from 500 m × 500 m to 2500 m × 2500 m to evaluate the scalability of the proposed  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 7. (a) Network size vs. throughput; (b) Network size vs. communication delay. 
 

protocol. From Figure 7(a), it is observed that the VAPOR is scalable in a large scale network. The total num-
ber of nodes varies from 50 nodes to 1250 nodes to fix the node with the same density for all scenarios. When 
the network size is 2000 m × 2000 m with 800 nodes, the difference between the throughput of POR and 
VAPOR is more than 9%. As the network size increases, the path length and link disconnections also increase 
gradually. The VAPOR achieves scalability through a measure of the forwarding score, which takes the advan-
tage of the link stability and the network capacity to simplify the mobility management and the congestion.  

6. Conclusion 
In this paper, an efficient VAPOR protocol is proposed to enhance the routing quality both in terms of the 
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throughput and the reliability. The notion of the 2-hop information based routing technique delivers superior 
QoS both in the sparse and the dense network. The VAPOR effectively manages the communication hole and 
increases the network throughput. The method of the selection of candidates and void prediction schemes of the 
VAPOR ensures reliability and maximum packet delivery. The perfect coordination among the forwarding can-
didates minimizes the duplicate relay and as well as the wastage of the network resources. The advantage of the 
batch packet forwarding through the attached batch map in each data packet avoids further duplication. The in-
tegration of the storage overhead scheme ensures the timeliness of the data delivery and reduces retrieval time. 
The NS2 simulation results reveal that the proposed VAPOR is more suitable for QoS routing in terms of both 
throughput and reliability than the other geographic routing protocols in MANET. 
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